TUESDAY

9:00 - 10:00

Overview of maps and timelines + finding a story

10:00 - 11:00

Mapping in space and mapping in time

11:00 - 12:00

Project discussion

12:00 - 1:30

Break

1:30 - 2:30

Data visualization reading presentations + discussion

2:30 - 4:00

Project: free time

Map Making

What happens when 15 people draw Victoria, BC from
memory?
The Atlantic article from which this activity is inspired.
Tasked with creating:

"a piece of art that would reveal something unseen”
as part of a pre-college fine arts program, Ziebell approached 29 strangers on the University
of Michigan's campus, handed them a pen and half a sheet of paper, and asked them, on the
spot, to draw a map of the world.

The most interesting reaction to Ziebell's project has been overseas, where the warped,
blobby maps seem to have reinforced stereotypes about geographically illiterate
Americans (all but one of the participants, by Ziebell's reckoning, were from the U.S.).

Finding a story in the data

The digital mapping of the Republic of Letters maps out the
movement of discourse. This mapping project tracks letters sent by
Voltaire to various correspondents between 1700 and 1750. When
interacting with this visualization, viewers can filter by
correspondents, volume of letters per location, and flow of individual
letters' journeys. Part of this project's success stems, of course,
from the innovative collaboration of historians, computer scientists,
and academic technology specialists led by Dan Edelstein. However,
the linear trajectory of the letters also makes it possible to rather
accurately trace and visualize the mailing routes of over 55,000

letters and documents exchanged between 6,400 correspondents
(Chang et al., 2009).
As noticed by the humanities scholars involved with the Letters of
Republic mapping project, digital visualizations are not only a productive
means to illustrate research findings but also to enhance the research
process (Chang et al., 2009).

Finding a StoryWorksheet.pdf

Mapping in Space
As we delve into ways to represent data in space we can investigate a variety of map maps
including symbol maps, cluster maps, chart maps and 3D map projections. We will also
discuss the use of legends, keys, symbols and colors before we roll up our sleeves
and attempt making our own story-maps with open source software.

Celestial Diagram of Senenmut
"The Great Recreation", Deir el-Bahari, Egypt. 1479–1458 B.C.
Oldest known Astronomical chart which decorates the tomb ceiling of Senenmut the
Great. He was the chief advisor to Queen Hatshepsu.

The schematic celestial diagram of the tomb of Senenmut includes a list of stars (including
the big dipper) and the earliest representation of the planets (minus Mars).

The Hidden Records …

The 1854 London Cholera Epidemic
John Snow's dot map of cholera outbreaks from nineteenth century London changed how we

saw a disease - and gave data journalists a model of how to work today.— Video

Video

Snow observed that cholera occurred almost entirely among those who lived near (and
drank from) the Broad Street water pump. He had the handle of the contaminated pump
removed, ending the neighborhood epidemic which had taken more than 500 lives. (Map
made with https://cartodb.com/)

Animated GIF

(as visualization too)

Great visualizations provide insight. They use data to tell a story in a language that everyone
can easily understand.

FATHOM — Each country can be identified by its roadways. No other features—no outlines,
cities, or types of terrain—are marked, yet canyons and mountains emerge as the roads
course around them, and sparser webs of road mark less populated areas.

Deep Data Maps/spatial humanities
Lincoln Mullen Spatial Humanities Resource
Deep mapping is the attempt to map places. A deep map may take several forms, including
things that are not a map at all. For instance, in some uses of the term, a “deep map” may be
an essay exploring the meaning of a place. But in our case we are going to create a deep
map in the sense of a map that seeks to uncover the assemblages of a place by putting
multiple media elements together on a map.
Deep maps:
represent ambiguities
have different layers, preferably representing not just different data but different kinds
of data
represent multiple perspectives/voices
offers narratives
concerned with multiple variables (e.g., power, race, class, gender, emotion, etc.)

Mapping Boston’s Religious institutions with students using Omeka. "Student essays closely
tied to our class map about what they had learned about Boston’s religious history.”

Maps and Narrative

http://www.bettinamatzkuhn.ca/
http://www.bettinamatzkuhn.ca/maps/

I am interested in maps as vehicles for narrative. The maps I have created describe
personal or imaginary journeys. A map is always an edited version of a story, always
subject to revision, always open to interpretation, often tempted by exaggeration. Fine
detail and embellishment are the territory of both cartography and embroidery.
A map (2016) of a trail I hiked during my stay at Gros Morne National Park as artist in
residence. It was October and the plants were brightly coloured. I know if I went again,
there would be more plants to learn. There were large boulders among the grasses and
shrubby trees. I realized, while enjoying my thermos of tea, that they had antlers. One of
the caribou looked at me but (correctly) deduced that I was harmless. So much traveling

today seems like a checklist of sights to see. I was fortunate to stay in the Park for a
month and by repeatedly hiking this trail I could gain a small sense of its magic. Making
drawings and notations for a map forces me to look more closely.

“Mappa” is Latin for a square of cloth. And maps are the perfect vehicle for
describing any kind of voyage.
In this workshop, each student will produce three small samplers that address
aspects of both cartography and textile techniques. The samplers are preparation
for beginning a larger personal map that may continue to evolve after the
workshop. Looking at historical and contemporary artists’ maps, especially those
on textiles, students will discuss their forms and meanings. From global data
visualization to a trip around the kitchen, maps are about narrative: what to
include, what to leave out.
This workshop will encourage an increased awareness of our personal pathways
(remembered, imagined, or projected) and develop a personal textile language to
express them. Beginning with small, hand-drawn maps, we will expand them into

lively stories. Using simple surface design, hand embroidery, and appliqué
techniques, our journeys can unfold through the cloth. All levels are welcome.
About Bettina Matzkuhn
Bettina Matzkuhn has worked in fibre with an emphasis on embroidery and fabric
collage for over 30 years. She holds a BFA in visual arts and an MA in liberal
studies from Simon Fraser University. In the 1980s she animated and directed
three award-winning textile-based films for the National Film Board of Canada. An
interest in narrative continues to inform her work. She explores personal and
social narratives of history, geography, and the natural world using a wide variety
of textile techniques, materials, and presentations. She exhibits her work across
Canada and internationally, writes professionally on the arts, lectures, and
teaches.

Mapping in Time
Examining the intersections of time and data — Edward Tufte says that this is a balance
between the representation of mechanism and motion, of process and dynamics, of causes
and eﬀects, of explanation and narrative. We will apply this thinking to draw out the telling
details of a story/history as we create timelines with open source tools.

“How can we see, to learn?
— Edward Tufte

Napoleon’s Invasion of Russia
Charles Minard's classic flow line map of Napoleon's disastrous invasion of Russia The map
was drawn in 1869 and illustrates the successive loss of men in the French army during

Napoleon's 1812–1813 campaign in Russia. During that war, Napoleon's army was reduced
to 10,000 soldiers from the original 422,000.

The graphic is notable for its representation in two dimensions of six types of data:
1) the number of Napoleon's troops
2) distance
3) temperature
4) the latitude and longitude
5) direction of travel
6) location relative to specific dates
Edward Tufte, an American statistician and an expert in informational graphics, wrote that
Minard's map:

"May well be the best statistical graphic ever drawn."

This animation is a 3D representation of the famous Charles Minard map, created in 1869 of
Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign in 1812. It shows, by the width of the line, the
number of troops Napoleon had as he advanced into Russia, and once winter set in, his
staggering losses. Putting it into 3D makes those numbers become even more apparent. The
Battle of Borodino is currently represented as a smoke puﬀ and the losses of the battle, along
with the crossing of the Berezina River on the retreat are apparent. When his army was trying
to cross one pontoon bridge at the Berezina River, Russian cavalry attacked, creating a panic
and many men drowned trying to cross the bridge to safety on the other side. You can see
the losses incurred.

Cinema Redux, 2004 Brendan Dawes [9:40 Data Stories.es]
1. A summary of a film in one image
2. Each row = 60 seconds of the movie, 1 still image a second
3. It doesn’t abstract the data; "the data is the form”

https://fathom.info/rocky/

Yo, Adrian!
It wouldn’t be a Rocky movie without an epic montage, a good and bloody fight, oh and some
dialogue, too. There are, in fact, only a few basic narrative elements that make up the formula
for all six Rocky films. Using empirical data collection (i.e. watching the six movies over six
days straight), Rocky Morphology analyzes the Rocky series in order to identify its key
narrative elements.
Reebee Garofalo's Genealogy of Pop/Rock Music
Covering the time period from 1955 to 1978, more than 700 artists and 30 styles of music are
mapped in currents flowing from left-to-right. For each performer, the length of time that
he/she remained a major hit maker is provided. The overlapping streams allow you to
compare the longevity and influence of multiple artists for the same time period. The birth
and genealogy of each stylistic category is presented, along with an estimation of its share of
total record sales.

Genealogy of Pop/Rock Music is referenced in Edward Tufte's Visual Explanations: Images
and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative (Graphics Press):

"With intense richness of detail, this nostalgic and engaging chart fascinates many viewers ...
Also the illustration presents a somewhat divergent perspective on popular music: songs are
not merely singles -- unique, one-time, de novo happenings -- rather, music and musicmakers share a pattern, a context, a history."

Tools for Mapping Data in Time and Space
10:00 -11:00

Choose Option 1) Mapping Data in Space or Option 2) Mapping Data in
Time. Use the “Finding A Story” worksheet to get started. 60 minutes.
Map

Mapbox

Design and publish maps

Map

Carto

Geocode from CSV/TSV impo
rt, produce maps via Leaflet (f
ree plan, intro-user-friendly)

Map

StoryMap JS

Tell stories with maps

Map

MapsData

Visualize data on a map

Map

Kartograph

Build Interactive Map applicat
ions *Must be familiar with Py
thon and Javascript.

Time

Timeline JS

Tell stories with timelines

Map, Time

Exhibit

Create pages with maps, time
lines

Map, Time

Neatline

Create “exhibits” with maps, t
imelines

Map

Odyssey.js

Combine multimedia stories

Brief group presentations — show each other what you created and the
challenges and aﬀordances of the particular software you used.
Discussion: what does this mode of inquiry teach us about the
perspective through which we look at data?
Some past discussion responses:
Great visualizations provide insight and use data to tell a story in a
language that the audience can easily understand
We have to ask ourselves – is time a relevant element in this story?
Why?
For reasons of my current project, I’ve just deleted time from my
interests because it complicates my focus on space. Of course,
space can’t exist outside of time. Or can it?
Through this mapping activity, I can see that data visualizations not
only serve as a way to illuminate findings but also serve as a way
to help conduct research.

11:00 - 12:00

Design Thinking in Collaborative DH Projects
design-driven data

WHY: Problem Identification
Everyone has a Why — the purpose, cause or belief that inspires you to
do what you do. — Simon Sinek

Beginning a collaborative DH project
There are numerous factors that must be considered and challenges to be faced. These
challenges may include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identifying a problem or area of interest
Developing a research question for that problem
Finding the relevant literature
Ethical concerns
Time and financial constraints
Project design and methodology
designthinking.jpg-large

Formulating a research problem/question
1) Of these challenges, the most critical first step is to identify a research problem. Start by
thinking broadly about a phenomenon of interest.
A research problem is a definite or clear expression [statement] about an area of concern, a
condition to be improved upon, a diﬃculty to be eliminated, or a troubling question that
exists in scholarly literature, in theory, or within existing practice that points to a need for
meaningful understanding and deliberate investigation. A research problem does not state
how to do something, oﬀer a vague or broad proposition, or present a value question.
2) Attempt to put the problem into a question form.
The group can begin to think about ways to study the problem/question. What is already
known? What information is needed? What are some possible data collection strategies?
What resources are needed and what can be accomplished in the given time frame? What
are practical and ethical concerns that may need to be addressed? At this point, the group is
considering the question in a broad context, but by walking through this series of questions,
the group can begin determining if the question they are interested in has potential as a DH

project. The research question can then be refined and narrowed to create a project that is
feasible and can produce meaningful results.

Types of questions
“what is” questions describe a a phenomenon, issue or behavior and refer to what it
currently looks like (or looked like in the past)
“what works” questions seek to find evidence for the eﬀectiveness of particular
strategies
Visions of the possible questions look at would could be done and explore new
strategies
Developing new framework questions are those that attempt to find new models and
ways of understanding
Others …

Project Planning
Group members: _____________.

WHY - Our research question is/what is the problem you are trying to solve: _____________.
WHY - Our purpose for the project is to: ___________.
WHO - Our potential audience/stakeholders for this issue are: ___________.

The 140-word lit review
Once a problem has been identified and the research question has been
formulated a selective review of the literature (a collection of the most relevant scholarly
publications on the topic) is the next step and may be useful in designing the project and
deciding on methodology.
A lit review, no matter how brief, will help you to clarify the topic, demonstrate
your knowledge, and develop your own views or directions on the issue. Research is about
telling a story. The existing literature is the story thus far, or the background for the story that
you want to tell.

What are the key concepts and important publications
on your topic?
How do you tell the (back) story about your research
topic?
Write one or two solid paragraph which explains the
WHY for your project,
or your entry point into the story.

Example
As always, valuable lessons can be drawn from history. Claude LéviStrauss in his seminal book Tristes tropiques, argued that writing and
the early decades of literacy promotion served the purposes of power

elites. A recent partial evaluation of major data science programs by
Stanford researchers also points to major shortcomings in the training of
future data scientists. The rationale for promoting data literacy may
seem straightforward. However, society as a whole has little clarity about
what data literacy is, much less what they should expect from it.
Vital questions require answers before we begin to promote data literacy
as an answer to the world’s pressing problems.
1. What is “data literacy”? What does it entail, and how is it
distinguished from statistical literacy, mathematical literacy, digital
literacy, numeracy, and similar concepts?
2. Why does data literacy matter? What societal goals are data literacy
expected to serve?

Another example
Over the past half century, the number of creative writing programs in
the United States has increased rapidly, from 79 in 1975, to 319 by
1984, 535 by 1994, 719 by 2004, and then an astonishing 880 by 2012
(according to the Association of Writers and Writing Programs). And
the development is comparable across the globe, with a wide variety of
programs cropping up in Europe, Asia, and Latin America, all based on
the original Iowa workshop model.
Surprisingly, literary historians of the postwar era had, until recently, paid
little attention to this development unfolding in their midst. This all
changed with the publication of Mark McGurl’s foundational study The
Program Era: Postwar Fiction and the Rise of Creative Writing
(Harvard 2009), which established that “the rise of the creative writing
program stands as the most important event in postwar American
literary history.” To underline this importance, McGurl issues this call
to his colleagues: “We need to start documenting this phenomenon,
moving out from the illustrious case of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop…This

enterprise is our literary history.”
Our project will respond to McGurl’s call by facilitating research into …

And another example
Yiddish theatre was a global, powerful, and popular cultural
phenomenon, particularly in its heyday, from the late 19th century to
World War II, and its legacy continues to be felt. Yiddish playwrights,
many of them also notable for their accomplishments in other genres,
addressed the great challenges facing their audiences, including the
tension between tradition and modernity; political movements that
swept the Jewish world; changes in family structures and gender roles;
violence, including wars and pogroms; mass emigration; and debates
over the creation of a Jewish homeland. Familiarity with Yiddish
drama thus provides a powerful tool for understanding the modern
Jewish experience.
Since there is no resource, in any format, that currently provides a broad
and systematic overview of the full range of Yiddish drama, anyone
interested in finding out what the plays are about has to do a great deal
of legwork. Popular histories like Nahma Sandrow’s Vagabond Stars
serve as entry points, but are not designed to provide exhaustive
coverage of the content of Yiddish plays. Even for Yiddish
speakers, resources for this fundamental information are limited and
scattered, with no more than a handful of plot summaries or descriptions
gathered in any one place.
This project will help fill that void by creating …
Once the lit review has been conducted, planning and designing the project can begin.

The following modules will address issues related to project management, design, and
methodology.

HOW We will create _____________.
HOW We plan to design a useful/engaging experience for the audience by ___________.
WHAT Our content is: ___________.
WHAT/HOW The form our content takes is: ___________.

DH projects from a UX Point of View —Liza Potts
Purpose.

1.
What is the purpose of this project, archive, app, grant, website, etc.?
(For example, to share knowledge, to connect to a community, to reach potential donors)
2.

People. Who are our potential audiences/stakeholders?

3.

Content. What is the Content and how does it achieve the Purpose (see #1)?
Form.

4.
What form does the content take? Image, text, video, maps, games, data
sets, audio, pdfs, visualizations, etc.

Experience.

5.
How can we best present this content to potential
audiences/stakeholders. How can we make it useful, rich, engaging, meaningful?

Potts suggests that many digital humanities projects are “focused on
serving up material—images, texts, and videos – rather than engaging
with participants. What these archives in practice and the digital
humanities in general desperately need is a sense of audience, appeal,
and interaction” (255). Groups in the workshop are challenged to craft
narratives that emerge from their findings and which reveal meaningful
patterns, trends, and insights. Data stories strive to foster more
meaningful, people-centered experiences, not only in the final product
but in the research design itself.

What do you want to make?

Research project (new or ongoing)
An original data visualization or series of data visualizations
3D sculpture
Interactive documentary
Online exhibition
Data Mural
Archive project
App (or prototype for an app)
Informational website/resource
Grant proposal (for example, NEH ODH)
Scholarly article or web-text on data viz
Scholarly proposal on data viz for DH conference
Pedagogical resources for DH data viz, class activities, syllabus,
etc.

How can you show the process?

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch Break

9:00 - 10:00

Overview of maps and timelines + finding a story

10:00 - 11:00

Mapping in space and mapping in time

11:00 - 12:00

Project discussion

12:00 - 1:30

Break

1:30 - 2:30

Data visualization reading presentations + discussion

2:30 - 4:00

Project: free time

